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Abstract - Compute-Communicate Continuum[1] (CCC) supercomputing technology attempts to increase computational 
power by creating high performance computational pipelines either on multi-core of FPGA’s or on conventional servers. 
Based on this computational power, expert systems can be designed to solve any problem at hand. In order to accelerate an 
application on these expert systems, CCC supercomputing converts streams sequence of instructions into dynamic systolic 
arrays, which can run on these cores at wire speeds. This paper outlines architectural details and methods of parallelization 
of a sequentially written code in any computer language particularly command interpreted languages on CCC 
Supercomputing paradigm.  Thus, applications written on CCC supercomputing paradigm can run at wire speeds. Particular 
attention is paid as to how to achieve dynamic binding[2,4] of functions at run time using configurable systolic arrays. Also 
discussed is the topic of data dependent computations, which would seem to be counter-intuitive to the configurable 
computing paradigm. The paper concludes with a summary of performance indicators of diverse command-interpreted 
languages and the functions written based on them.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. The problem with the parallel programming 
The investigation of this problem was instigated by 
an effort to increase the response speed to emerging 
new information in capital markets, banking, 
algorithmic decision support systems, and algorithmic 
traders. This need is not particular to financial 
applications and will be of importance whenever 
competitive agents in a complex system demand a 
lower latency response for critical decisions. 
Therefore, a need for an extreme low latency 
programing model to accelerate execution of such 
applications has emerged. In this paper we contend 
that this class of problems reduces to a tow-step 
solution: the first step performs parallelizing of 
sequentially written command interpreted languages; 
and the second step executes those parallelized 
commands at wire speed. For this purpose, CCC 
programming model can read sequential code, 
parallelize on multi-core, and execute it at wire-
speeds. 
Parallelization of sequentially written code to multi-
cores (many cores) to achieve supercomputing is an 
age old problem[8]. Many computer science experts 
have been trying to solve this problem[7,9], but it is not 
solved. With the proposed CCC programming model 
approach, we can arguably say that the problem can 
be solved. Furthermore, and most importantly, we 
will give an example of parallelizing a “serial 
program” that has defied parallelization for over 30 
years to illustrate the point, using the deterministic  
Compute-Communicate Continuum (CCC) 
Programming Model. Let us suppose there is a 
program written in 1000 lines of code and we want to 
parallelize this program on to 10 processing cores. 
Now if we break up this problem to run concurrently  

 
on 10 different processor cores, then, with equal 
allotment of tasks, 100 lines of code per core are 
assigned. Let us also assume that each component 
only requires 1 distinct interconnecting 
communication mechanism between each of the 10 
components. What is important here is to note that 
each of these mechanisms are inherently non- 
deterministic. What is the effect of using non-
deterministic control mechanisms to manage 10 
processor cores? The “complexity” of this parallel 
program now becomes exponential. It is, 100 x 1 x 
100 x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 
x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 x 1 x 100 x 1 or 100^10. For the 
program, on any single core to be correct, the 
programmer must guarantee that the program behaves 
correctly if each of the 1 inter-core communication 
mechanism occurs in any of 1 of 100 possible states. 
For this entire program to “be correct”, the 
programmer must guarantee that all 100^10 possible 
states of this program are correct using a human brain 
that can on average keep 5 ± 2 set in mind at any one 
point in time.  
As an application and motivation, we look at trading 
applications written on command interpreted 
languages in terms of performance, quality and 
robustness we observe the following few points.  

 Any computer language including command 
interpreted languages are not designed to take 
advantage of multi-core optimization, i.e. cannot be 
parallelized on multiple cores to achieve trading 
decisions (pricing, risk-management, hedging, 
speculation, arbitraging) at wire-speeds.  
 The applications written on command interpreted 

languages improve the performance for 
algorithmic trading system compared to 
traditional compile/link/run applications.  
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 From the coding quality perspective, the code 
written using command interpreted languages 
support dynamic binding[2,4] of the trade modules 
at run time and porting the same on traditional 
languages (C/C++) is very difficult task. 
This paper describes how    

 The language-based trading applications 
processing time can be minimized.  

 The quality can be improved without 
compromising the advantages of dynamic 
binding of modules at run time.  

 The trading decisions can be achieved at wire-
speeds. 

 The accuracy can be maintained.    
 The final language-based systems will be robust 

on CCC-Supercomputing environment and 
should be useful for production without 
compile/link. 

 
B. Definitions and Acronyms 
The following table defines key terms and acronyms 
used in this document.  

 
 
C. CCC Programming Model 
The CCC programming model improves the overall 
performance and quality of any computer language-
based trading applications that are written 
sequentially. The instructions of the code are 
intelligently processed on dynamic systolic arrays to 
run on multi-core to achieve supercomputing. The 
CCC model fills a unique niche in parallel 
programming model for high-end financial engineers 
with easy to use desktop environment to run 
language-based applications on multi-core.  
CCC Programming model parallelizes a sequentially 
written program using “deterministic” inter-core 
communication mechanisms. Deterministic 
communications mechanisms among the different 
processor cores pushes the parallel programming 
complexity of non-determinism back down to a 
tractable level. In terms of our thought experiment, 
rather than having the inter-core communication 
mechanism’s occurring at any possible state of the 

individual cores program (100 possible states) it can 
only occur in 1 state. The exponential explosion in 
complexity is eliminated, the problem comes back to 
a complexity measurement equivalent to that of the 
sequential code. 
 
To get the “deterministic” inter-core mechanism we 
have used the systolic arrays[3], in which each core 
can communicate to the next core deterministically 
for every computation. When a network of systolic 
arrays is used on massively dense cores the 
communication established between the cores and the 
memory becomes deterministic. We have developed 
an algorithm to convert a sequentially written code 
into a network of systolic arrays and then on these 
systolic arrays are smeared onto the massively dense 
cores to achieve parallelism and thereby 
supercomputing. The entire algorithm is implemented 
on cores created and connected by a network on a 
chip[5,6] (NOC) on FPGA’s, which can automate 
parallelizing a sequentially written program on 
thousands of cores providing super-computing 
deterministically. This is referred to as High 
Performance Embedded Computing, HPEC. 
 
This programming model also covers the issues 
pertaining to the development of powerful and 
generic supercomputing for language-based trading 
applications capable of executing in parallel and 
processingbig data at wire speeds. The solution is 
capable of doing dynamic embedding of modules and 
maplanguage commands to systolic array cells for 
execution. This is performed on a number of possible 
systolic arrays on multi-cores and from them an 
optimum path is selected for the final execution of the 
code. 
 
The CCC programming model has the following 
broad activities. 
1. Inference stream engine to parse language 

commands 
Stage-I    -   To create Schematic Tree of Nodes 
Stage-II   -  To build Dynamic Systolic Array 
Networks from Schematic Tree of Nodes 
Stage-III -     To link already fabricated systolic array 
networks (library functions) with maindynamic 
systolic array networks. 
2. Knowledgebase Stream Engine – To identify 

language library’s and application’s commands 
and functions OR data on which they are 
operating 

3. Intelligent Prediction of compute path from the 
available systolic arrays to connect     systolic 
array paths for dynamic binding. 

4. Optimization of systolic array paths to process on 
multi-cores for supercomputing to create built-in 
scheduler on systolic array networks. 

5. Core Network Connector – Network on chip to 
trigger built-in scheduler. 
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Flow diagram of activities: 
This paper discusses the automation of porting any 
computer language code including command 
interpreted language applications onto 
supercomputing models, their feasibility, functional 
specifications, overall architectural design, system 
design, merits/demerits of the methods. Fig.1 below 
shows the broad activities in parallelizing the 
sequentially written code in real-time:

 
Fig.1 Broad activities in parallelizing sequentially written code. 
 
D. Overview of the proposed CCC Programming 
Model 
The proposed CCC Programming model’s inference 
and knowledgebase stream engines combine to map 
single core-based sequential and command 
interpreted language programming models onto 
multi-core optimally with high speed. CCC 
programming model is also a comprehensive tool, 
which provides dynamic binding of functions based 
on real-time data feeds 
 
Running command-interpreted language 
programming models on to the proposed solution 
provides a uniquely flexible environment for porting 
commands and functions to run in parallel on multi-
core. The focus in this model is not only to run 
multiple financial products but also to construct a 
framework containing a wide variety of financial 
instruments in a unified way. As a result, it is easier 
to implement dynamic binding with mix and blend of 
functions and to expand the system with new 
functionalities (e.g., new financial instruments) from 
a command interpreted programming language 
environment. 
 
E. CCC Features 
The CCC programming model is based ontwo 
characteristicsthat achieve parallelism in 
supercomputing. The first characteristic is 
programming parallelism and the second is data-flow 
parallelism. Thus, CCC technology has the two 
characteristics: 

1. Programming Parallelism: Stream-based multi-
core programming paradigm. 

2. Data-flow Parallelism: Data-Driven self-steering 
systolic array streams 

The two characteristics cannot be together supported 
with existing computing technology. To enable the 
implementation of CCC programming, we need three 
computing and communication features that pertain to 
the architecture and data flows and those are 
i. Reconfigurable systolic array pathways and 

pipelines. 
ii. Random access to the configurable I/O 

resources. 
iii. Rapid placement and routing of systolic arrays 

on reconfigurable multi-cores. 
 
F. Broad Steps of CCC Programming model to 
Parallelize Sequentially written code 
This section outlines the stages involved in CCC 
programming   
Stage I: 
Design an Inference Stream Engine (ISE)that 
synthesizes any programming or command 
interpreted language command lines and maps them 
to command streams with both data and the 
associated code on which it is operating. The image 
under such mapping is onto sets of schematic tree of 
nodes.The ISE fabricates the schematic tree of nodes 
to have explicit control over the data and the ports 
assigned for I/O. 
 
StageII: 
The ISE converts structural specification of 
application commands of Stage Iinto streams of 
systolic arrays for run-time configuration. Based on 
this information stage II constructs a data flow graph 
for the code on each cell of the systolic array from the 
first stage defined maps. Each subcommand on 
individual cell further explodes (fissions) into a 
number of systolic arrays. The placement and routing 
module assigns each cell of the systolic array a core 
and routes the interconnectivity of cells through the 
network connector. The results of each systolic array 
are assigned a port to report the final result.  
 
StageIII: 
In application domains, such as financial domain 
applications, the ISE does not deal with the individual 
cores or ports but links to the already fabricated 
systolic arrays (library) functions of financialmodels 
such as MonteCarlo methods and risk management 
models maybe on a different FPGA core or 
conventional server.The results of each systolic array 
are assigned a port to report the final result.  
 
Knowledgebase Stream Engine: 
The knowledge-based stream engine identifies 
language commands developed for application-
specific commands and distinguishes the data and the 
code on which they are operating. This process acts 
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as a dynamic reference data system to identify 
already fabricated commands on the systolic arrays. 
In applications, based on certain real-time parameters 
from data feeds, possible arrays of systolic cells are 
created. At run time, based on the prevailing values 
of these parameters the correct systolic cells are 
placed in the compute path.The solution also 
accommodates rapid run-time reconfiguration of all 
possible systolic arrays offering random access to 
configurable resources, which in turn enables 
configuration controllability. This achieves real-time 
dynamic binding. 
 
Therefore, CCC programming model parallelizes 
software applications developed on any programming 
language including command interpreted language 
which are sequentially written on to multi-core to 
achieve supercomputing without compromising any 
inherent capabilities of the language such as dynamic 
binding and without compile/link of functions in run-
time. Fig. 2 below shows the sequential languages 
those can be parallelized: 

Fig. 2Languages that are currently supported to parallelize on 
multi-core. 

 
II. CCC-PROGRAMMING MODEL’S 
ARCHITECTURE 
 
This section explains several essential aspects of the 
CCC Programming model architecture with some 
level of details that this paper allows. Those aspects 
include: 
 Essential architectural details 
 Creation of multi-cores on FPGA’s 
 Architectural and functional overview 
 Proposed Methodologies – stream-based 
computing 
 Proposed system, methods and apparatus design 
 Hardware design–configuring systolic array 
network on  
FPGA cores. 
 Hardware design – Interconnecting cores created 
on FPGA with NOC. 
 Top level system architecture (fully on FPGA cores 
without OS or Co-Processor) 
 Description of the system, methods and apparatus 
design 

 System development 
 Performance metrics of the dynamic systolic array 
networks 
 
A. Architectural Details on FPGA’s 
In the proposed new programming model, 
computation is based not on threads, but on dynamic 
systolic array networks, which are mapped to the 
multi-core created on FPGA’s.  In such 
circumstances, the programmer no longer has to 
worry about locks and indeterminacy of thread-based 
code, since the new programming regulates data flow 
within the networks of the systolic arrays and handles 
all issues related to task dispatch and synchronization. 
A programmer can write his/her program in any 
sequential language or command interpreted language 
and he/she need not modify the existing code when it 
is run in the new programming model. The built-in 
environment automatically reads the code converts 
the code into dynamic systolic arrays and smears the 
network of systolic arrays onto the multi-core without 
any intervention of the programmer and runs on the 
FPGA cores created as explained in the previous 
section achieving super-computing. 
Hardware architecture built on FPGA has to support 
the following broad activities which later becomes a 
detailed algorithm in the rest of the papers sections. 
Fig. 3 explains broadly in 3 major steps how new 
Programing model converts any programming 
language into new Programming environment. 
 Load any programming language into the DA 

Node/Device’s memory.  
 A built-in Parser, parses the programming 

languages grammar to form a schematic tree of 
commands.  (Parser, itself is a built in systolic 
array resides in memory.) 

 Convert these Schematic tree nodes into a 
network of dynamic systolic arrays to run on 
modified FPGA with many cores. 

 
Fig. 3 Major steps to Parallelize a Sequentially written Code on 

Multi-Core. 
Any sequential (C/C++) or command interpreted 
(MATLAB/SLANG) program can be executed in 
New-programming model in following 3 stages: 
Stage 1: In this stage, the built-in language parser 
synthesizes any programming or command 
interpreted language command lines and synthesizes 
them as command streams with both data and the 
code on which it is operating on to schematic tree of 
nodes.  This also fabricates the schematic tree of 
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nodes to have explicit control over the data and the 
ports assigned for I/O.   
Stage 2: In this stage, the built-in parser converts 
Stage-1’s structural specification of application 
commands into streams of systolic arrays for run-time 
configuration. Based on this information it constructs 
a data flow graph for the code on each cell of the 
systolic array from the first stage. Each sub command 
on individual cell further explodes (Fissions) into 
another systolic array. Placement and routing module 
assigns each cell of the systolic array a core and 
routes the interconnectivity of them through the 
network connector (NoC).  The results of each 
systolic array are assigned a port to report the final 
result. 
Stage 3: In this stage, the built-in parser does not deal 
with the individual cores or the ports, but links to the 
already fabricated systolic arrays (library) functions 
of Financial Engineering models such as Monte-Carlo 
methods and Risk Management models maybe on a 
different FPGA multi-core.  The results of each 
systolic array are assigned a port to report the final 
result. 
In the following Fig. 4 the hardware architecture on 
FPGA is as below: 
Tier-1 architecture, accepts a sequentially written 
program to be parallelized and loads in a memory and 
initiates a parser to work on it. 
Tier-2 architecture, converts sequential program’s 
programming commands into schematic trees of 
commands in the memory. Converts these schematic 
trees of commands into dynamic systolic arrays to be 
mapped on to Processing Elements (P. E’s). 
Tier-3 architecture, which supports creation of sea of 
multi-core on FPGA’s and interconnecting these 
multi-cores on Network on Chip (NoC).  

 
Fig.4 Implementation Architecture on FPGA Parallelization of 

Sequentially written Code on Multi-Core. 
 
On these multi-core the dynamic systolic array’s P. 
E’s are mapped on to these multi-cores. 

B. Creation of Multi-Core on FPGA’s 
1. Creating a compute node/core by configuring 

ALU, Registers and Memory on FPGA and 
repeating the same on available resources of an 
FPGA is an important task to create number of 
cores up to 700 of them is the primary task. 

2. Connecting them on to a NoC for interfacing 
them is also an important task. 

3. After synthesizing the programming language in 
to command streams and there onto schematic 
tree of nodes as Fission and propagating them on 
to FPGA cores is an important task. 

 
C. Architectural and Functional Overview 
The proposed models/method or apparatus 
architecture is based on above 5 broad fundamental 
principles: 
1. Stream based multi-core programming Paradigm. 
2. Data-Driven self-steering systolic array streams. 
3. Rapid run-time reconfigurable systolic array 

pathways and pipelines. 
4. Rapid placement and routing of systolic arrays 

on reconfigurable multi-cores. 
5. Random access to the configurable I/O 

resources/ports 
Following Fig. 5 shows the above driving principles 

in building hardware architecture and the 
programming models design as functions.

 
Fig.5: Functional activities of Parallelization of Sequentially 

written Code on Multi-Core 
D. Proposed Methodologies – Stream Based 
Computing 
Proposed CCC supercomputing provides a 
framework for implementing large-scale rapid run-
time reconfigurable systolic array networks to 
establish custom computational pathways. Similar to 
the data movement process data-flow machines, the 
onset or completion of computational streams are 
used to instigate the process of reconfiguration for 
other tasks or commands. 
The method of computation itself forms multiple 
intersecting network of systolic arrays are formed 
within the processor to perform the task of running 
the task on multi-core.  
On application of the proposed CCC Supercomputing 
it would configure any programming language 
including command-interpreted language to be a 
wire-speed computing language.  
Fig. 6 shows the flow diagram to parallelizeany 
application written sequentially in any programming 
language including command-interpreted language. 
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Fig.6 Algorithmic steps in stream-based computing to 
Parallelize Sequentially written Code on Multi-Core 

 
E. Proposed CCC Programming Model’s Design 
 
I. Hardware Design–Configuring Systolic Array 
Network on FPGA cores. 

Hardware design provides the ability to 
dynamically create at run-time, a real-time 
systolic array instantiated on many-cores.  
Specifically: 

1. Ability to instantiate a systolic array from a 
grammar to perform real-time parsing of a 
language 

2. Ability to instantiate a systolic array from the 
output of the real-time array parser to provide for 
real-time processing 

3. Ability to use apply a new form of parallelism 
onto existing silicon cores or FPGA silicon. 

4. Ability to configure a single mid-sized FPGA 
into a 700+ processing many-core IC. 

Fig. 7 shows how each systolic array network of 
networks is made by subsets of cores (PEs) on an 
FPGA. In the same way all the networks of systolic 
arrays of an application become subsets of cores with 
computing pipelines. 

 
Fig.7: Multiple systolic array networks made-up of several 

processing elements (P. E’s) each P.E is mapped on to one of 
the cores on FPGA. 

Fig. 8 shows how each systolic array network forms 
one set of cores on some of the cores on FPGA. 

 
Fig.8 A single systolic array network made-up of several 

processing elements (P. E’s) each P.E is mapped on to one of 
the cores on FPGA. 

 
II. Hardware Design – Interconnecting cores 
created on FPGA with NOC. 
The number of cores created on the FPGA are to be 
connected for accessing them. It is important to 
configure a cell in systolic array to a core in FPGA to 
form Systolic array networks. Fig. 9 shows the no. of 
cores created on FPGA and they are interconnected 
physically by a network on chip which can precisely 
address each core. 
 

 
Fig.9: Design of Network on Chip which interconnects several 
processing elements (P. E’s) each P.E is mapped on to one of 

the cores on FPGA. 
First, we create single complete processing core on 
FPGA and using the available programmable 
elements (IP’s) on the FPGA die i.e. by using some of 
the primitive units of gate arrays, flip-flops, memory, 
DSP, logic blocks, LUT’s and routing components 
using hardware programming language Verilog. The 
same process can be repeated to create multiple no. of 
cores on the FPGA die till all the primitive units 
available. Nearly 700- 1500 such cores can be 
replicated on one FPGA till the primitive elements of 
FPGA get exhausted.Now such multiply created 
cores can be connected to network on chip i.e. (NoC) 
as in Fig. 9. 
 
III. Top Level System Design for CCC 
Programming Model Implementation (Fully on 
FPGA cores No OS or Co-Processor is used) 
 
As mentioned in the previous section a sea of 
interconnected CCC cores can be created as shown 
above on one FPGA. Now several FPGA’s can be 
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interconnected in a particular topology giving us 
thousands of cores. The no. of cores created on the 
FPGA are physically connected through NoC to 
access them. But the logical connectivity is 
established by the programming model of the 
particular application. 
 
As shown in Fig. 10, a CCC based computing node 
with multiple FPGA’s can be interconnected in a 
particular topology on a multi-socket Intel 
motherboard (2 or 4 CPU sockets) where several of 
the CPUs are replaced with Intel pin compatible risers 
with a single FPGA.  E.g. 1 x 8 Core Intel Processor 
+ 3 x 700 core FPGAs. 
 

 
Fig.10: Top Level System Design of several FPGA’s connected 

aggregating 1000’s cores, with I/O peripherals. 
 
As discussed above, the CCC-device architecture 
(fully on FPGA cores and without OS or Co-
Processor), which acts as both a computing and 
communicating device. Innovative topologies of 
FPGAs can be formed as a CCC-Device with I/O 
interface to gateway, storage, and DB.  
 
F. Description of the CCC Programming Model’s 
Algorithm 
In the tier-1 stage the lexical analyser parses the 
application and for each command line creates a 
“Command Flow Nodes” of programming 
information and operand data that interact within a 
command. The first command in the command line 
forms the command network header node, which is 
used to configure the operations to be performed by 
various computational elements along the path as a 
network of nodes. 
 
Eg. Eval_Price IRV_Forward(<data>) @ implied_vol 
&& hedge(<data>) with ZCbond(<data>) || 
Options_on_Bonds; 
 
The schematic tree diagram for this command line is 
shown in the following Fig. 11: 

 
Fig. 11: Each command in a command interpreted language is 

converted into Schematic tree diagram. 
 
Eval_Price is Header node in the command nodes 
with Forward (Contract), Hedge and Bond as sub 
nodes each pointing to the respective sub nodes of 
data and Implied Volatility and Bond is having extra 
information Interest rate curves and Yield curves. The 
type of the bond is decided at the run time based on 
the data, implied volatility and interest rate curves at 
run time. Thus each command line forms a network 
of nodes.  
 
1. Each cell of the network of nodes is composed of 
arbitrary number of sub nodes of commands and data. 
2. In the tier-2 stage each node in the network of 
nodes is assigned to a systolic array consisting of data 
and computational operands forming network of 
systolic arrays wherein each cell of the systolic arrays 
is mapped to function or sub command constructing a 
data flow graph for the code from the first stage. 
As shown in Fig 12, each node in the schematic tree 
is mapped on to a Processing Element (PE). Several 
such PEs form a set of processing elements of the 
schematic tree and later they form a systolic network. 
 

Fig. 12: Each node in the schematic tree is mappedonto a P.E 
& several such nodes form a single network of systolic array. 

 
3. Finally, the schematic network of nodes becomes a 
header systolic array of the schematic tree and all its 
nodes become PEs of the systolic array.  
 
Fig. 13 below depicts this concept. 
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Fig. 13Several nodes in schematic tree forms a header network 

of systolic array. 
4. Each cell of the header systolic array is assigned a 
core and the code on that cell will trigger the step 3 
till the step 5, each cell again pointing to another 
systolic array, till the code on each individual cell 
contains any more functions exploding (Fissions) into 
cross connected systolic arrays. 
5. Each cell in the above header systolic array i.e. 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 will point to another systolic arrays till 
there are no more functions in any cell of any systolic 
array. i.e. recursively flowing the run-time systolic 
arrays (RTSA’s) down to  
1. Individual Primitive Operations 
2. Primitive Functions 
3. Individual dB Queries 
4. Individual I/O Operations 
Thus, this recursive process creates a fission chain 
reaction building a network of systolic arrays. Fig. 14 
shows how the header systolic array explodes as 
dynamic systolic arrays like a fission reaction. 

 
Fig. 14 All the nodes of header systolic array explode into 
several systolic arrays forming network of systolic arrays. 

 
For example, Cell-2 in the Header Systolic Array is 
pointed to Systolic Array of ForwardContract Pricing, 
similarly cell-3 becomes Systolic array of Hedging 
Operation. 
6. In Stage-3 connectivity to the already existing 
Library Systolic Arrays is established i.e., In the 
header file the connectivity to the cells – 7, 8, and 9 is 
(Implied Vol., Interest Rate Curves, Yield Curves). 
7. Knowledge Base Engine identifies the Language 
commands, statements and the data on which they are 

working. It also serves as reference data engine for all 
the cells in the systolic arrays, ports and the cores 
assigned to them. 
8. Placement and routing engine provides next 
available core and binds the same to the cells of the 
systolic arrays with help of “Core Interconnect 
Network” (network on chip).  
9. Thus, these fully interconnected network of 
systolic arrays executes their own primitive 
operations simultaneously in clock pulse achieving 
wire speed execution of price evaluation of Interest 
Rate Variance Forward contract with proper hedging 
either with Zero coupon bonds or with options on 
bonds.  
10. And again, if any parameter is changed in the 
code or command parameters in the feedback loop the 
same systolic array will execute with the new 
parameters giving results in wire speeds. 
 
G. Functional Flow Diagram of CCC 
Programming Model’s Algorithm 
Fig 15 shows all the activities discussed above as a 
consolidated flow diagram in achieving the final 
architecture on FPGA’s and the programming model 
that runs on this architecture. 
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Fig. 15Functional flow diagram of a program becoming into 

several networks of systolic arrays which will be mapped onto 
multi-core on FPGA’s. 

 
H. Computing Performance of Dynamic Systolic 
Array Networks 
As each systolic array contains pipelinability and 
parallel computing within the systolic network, 
computation rate is very high.As the several systolic 
array networks are run concurrently tremendous 
amount of computing power is achieved at every 
trailing edge of the clock. Fig. 16 shows how several 
systolic networks can be executed concurrently on 
single clock period giving high computational power 
as the clock forwards. 
 

 
Fig. 16Execution of several networks of systolic arrays in 

asingle clock period 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A programming language can be fissioned into fully 
networked systolic arrays executing their own 
primitive operations simultaneously in clock pulses 
achieving wire speed execution of commands. 
Furthermore, if any parameter is changed in the code 
or command parameters in the feedback loop, the 

same systolic array will execute with the new 
parameters giving new results in wire speeds. 
 
The CCC Programming model’s architecture works 
for both regular compile and link programming 
languages (CandC++) and also command-interpreted 
languages (MATLAB and Python), which provide 
dynamic binding depending on the data typeand 
parameters in run time. Command-interpreted 
languages are not suited for compilation due to the 
massive combinatorial explosion and act at real-time 
feedback providing dynamic binding. The CCC 
Programming model parallelizes applications written 
not only in complex command-interpreted languages 
but also in regular compile-link programming 
languages on multi-core and provides high 
performance computing at wire-speeds. 
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